Press Release
Limited Edition 2009 Renault Mégane R26.R Charges onto the Road with
SABIC Innovative Plastics’ Lexan* Sheet with Exatec* Technology
WIXOM, Mich. — Nov. 13, 2008 — When French automaker Renault Sport decided to create a
higher-performing, limited-edition version of its turbocharged Mégane R26 – the new Mégane
Renault Sport R26.R – it was time to put the vehicle on a diet. The goal was to coax higher
performance from the car while still using the existing 227bhp engine from the Mégane R26 by
reducing overall vehicle weight. To achieve this goal, Renault worked with tier 1 supplier,
Plastrance, to select SABIC Innovative Plastics’ lightweight, high-optical quality Lexan*
polycarbonate (PC) sheet and a proprietary Exatec* blackout ink technology to replace the glass
backlight and quarter windows of the new vehicle. This glazing application marks the first
commercial use of Exatec ink technology.
Plastrance, known for producing tailor-made, high-quality plastic elements by machining or
thermoforming according to OEM needs, designed the technology in close collaboration with
Renault and SABIC Innovative Plastics. Compared to the Mégane R26, the customized R model
trims a total of 123 kilograms or 275 pounds of weight off the vehicle, bringing it down to a
svelte 1,235 kilograms or 2,722 pounds. The Lexan polycarbonate glazing technology enabled
5.7 kilograms or 12.6 pounds of the weight reduction compared to if traditional glass had been
used.
“Our collaboration with Plastrance and Renault Sport helped make this limited Renault R26.R a
great success,” said John Madej, president, Exatec, LLC. “At SABIC Innovative Plastics we
consistently offer our customers solutions to help automotive OEMs achieve their goals, and this
is no exception. In its first commercial application, our new Exatec ink technology combined with
the Lexan sheet solution has proven its exceptional value in terms of weight-out and design
innovation. The new, high-performance Mégane R26.R exemplifies the marriage of practical
performance and aesthetic excitement that is now possible in glazing systems.”
Surpassing Glass with Enhanced Design Freedom
Creating the distinctive windows envisioned for the Mégane sports car was a challenge in
several respects. The polycarbonate glazing had to equal the optical quality of glass while also
surpassing glass in design freedom and weight savings. Renault’s R&D department worked
very closely with Plastrance, SABIC Innovative Plastics, Exatec and KRD Coatings GmbH to
validate the complex technology.
Thanks to the Lexan sheet with special Exatec ink technology, the windows offer it all: sleek,
curved shapes accented by the blackout areas; crystal clarity and exceptionally low-optical
distortion for optimal visibility; and high-impact resistance for safety. Longtime SABIC Innovative
Plastics’ collaborator, Momentive Performance Materials, provides AS4000 silicone hardcoat
technology, which offers excellent resistance against abrasion and chemical degradation in
these glazing applications.

The proprietary Exatec ink technologies enabled Renault Sport to graphically depict the June
23, 2008 lap record time of 8 minutes 17 seconds around the famous Nürburgring circuit, in
Nürburg, Germany – the fastest ever for a front-wheel drive production car. Contours of the
racing track and the record lap time are printed on the left and right rear quarter windows of the
Mégane, offering a unique design.
The curved backlight window and quarter windows all make use of a new Exatec blackout
printing technology that is applied to the tinted, drape-formed Lexan sheet material. This
blackout technology helps to protect the window bonding from degradation due to ultraviolet
light exposure, while adding a distinctive design element.
For additional information on SABIC Innovative Plastics’ Exatec glazing systems, please go to
www.sabic-ip.com.

About EXATEC
Exatec, LLC (www.exatec.biz), a wholly owned subsidiary of SABIC Innovative Plastics,
develops advanced polycarbonate glazing systems for the automotive market. Headquartered at
its state-of-the-art Advanced Technology Development Center in Wixom, Michigan, Exatec has
developed patented polycarbonate coating systems that ensure market-leading weathering,
durability and glass-like abrasion performance. In 2005, the US Department of Transportation’s
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) confirmed that Exatec’s signature
product, Exatec* E900-coated polycarbonate, may be used in vehicle areas specified for Item 2
glazing (safety glazing material for use anywhere in a motor vehicle except windshields),
provided that the product satisfies the existing performance standards for Item 2 glazing.
Exatec was also honored with a Frost & Sullivan Technology Award for Exatec 900 technology.

About SABIC Innovative Plastics
SABIC Innovative Plastics is a leading, global supplier of engineering thermoplastics with a
75-year history of breakthrough solutions that solve its customers’ most pressing challenges.
Today, SABIC Innovative Plastics is a multi-billion-dollar company with operations in more than
25 countries and over 10,500 employees worldwide. The company continues to lead the plastics
industry with customer collaboration and continued investments in new polymer technologies,
global application development, process technologies, and environmentally responsible
solutions that serve diverse markets such as automotive, electronics, building & construction,
transportation, and healthcare. The company’s extensive product portfolio includes
thermoplastic resins, coatings, specialty compounds, film, and sheet. SABIC Innovative Plastics
(www.sabic-ip.com) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Saudi Basic Industries Corporation
(SABIC), one of the world’s top five petrochemicals manufacturers.
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Photo: Renault Mégane R26.R
Renault Sport worked with tier 1 supplier, Plastrance, to select SABIC Innovative Plastics’
lightweight, high-optical quality Lexan* polycarbonate (PC) sheet and a proprietary Exatec*
blackout printing technology to replace glass in the backlight and quarter windows of the new
vehicle. This glazing application marks the first commercial use of Exatec ink technology.
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